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9/11 FSA members and friends: 
  
Many of you have heard of the so-called "International Freedom Center" that is being planned for 
the Ground Zero Site.   It is a museum where controversial subjects, including the question of 
whether Americans are allegedly at "fault"  for "causing" Arab terrorists to kill our loved ones on 
9/11. 
  
Although the design of the 9/11 memorial, the design of buildings on the WTC site and the nature 
of related uses of the site are issues outside of 9/11 FSA's charter, there are certain facts which 
make the "International Freedom Center" something we must oppose: 
  
The main promoters of the IFC are also major promoters of open borders.  Tom Bernstein, 
Chairman of the IFC Board is founder of "Human Rights First" an outfit that has supported many 
open borders proposals.  Human Rights First has been supported by George Soros, convicted 
insider trader who has used a considerable portion of his extremely large fortune to oppose 
enforcement of US immigration law.    The head of the ACLU is also an adviser to the IFC and of 
course, ACLU is among the most important and dangerous members of the open borders 
combine, using its considerable resources to fight for granting of drivers' licenses to illegal aliens, 
for granting instate tuition to illegals, for welfare free health care etc, for illegals.  The ACLU has 
even oposed rules to speed the deportation of illegals convicted of violent felonies. 
  
It is clear that the IFC, if it becomes a part of the Ground Zero site will become a forum for the 
very same people who created the conditions that permitted the 9/11 killers to enter the country 
and murder our loved ones. Bernstein, Soros, the ACLU, Human Rights First, these people and 
organizations through their attacks on US immigration law abetted the 9/11 conspiracy and 
they must not be allowed to exploit the memories of those murdered on 9/11.   
  
Please consider signing the petition at  http://www.takebackthememorial.org/  to express your 
objections to turning a memorial into an opportunity for unscrupulous individuals into an 
opportunity to spread propaganda. 
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